
LESSON 9: Why do we sometimes see different things when looking at the same
object?

PREVIOUS LESSON There is no previous lesson.

THIS LESSON

PUTTING PIECES TOGETHER

2 days

In this lesson, we use all the ideas from the unit to finalize our explanation of what is happening in Side A
and Side B in the dolphin video and the box system. We add to our shared key to represent our ideas and
update our model to include Side B, zooming into specific places where light interacts with objects. We then
develop explanations for everyday phenomena using these same ideas. Finally, we return to our Driving
Question Board (DQB) and check off the questions we can now answer.

NEXT LESSON There is no next lesson.

BUILDING TOWARD NGSS

MS-PS4-2

WHAT STUDENTS WILL DO

Revise a model to explain what is happening in Side B of the two-room system that makes the one-way mirror transparent from one side
and reflective from the other.

Construct an explanation using a model of Side A and B to explain the path of light in a system, as it interacts with materials that have
different structures, causing reflection, scattering, and transmission of light.

WHAT STUDENTS WILL FIGURE OUT

Materials can reflect or transmit light that shines on them, and many do both.
Transparent objects can transmit light shining on them regardless of the side from which the light comes.
The one-way mirror is structured in a way that allows it to act like a mirror (it reflects) and act like a window (it transmits), but only in
certain conditions.
A large difference in light in each room causes a stronger one-way mirror effect.
A small or no difference in the amount of light in each room causes a weaker one-way mirror effect.
The eye has difficulty detecting a weak signal (light from one source) when the weak signal happens at the same time as a stronger
signal (light from a second source).



Lesson 9 • Learning Plan Snapshot
Part Duration Summary Slide Materials

1 5 min NAVIGATION
Share noticings from students’ home learning assignment to pull in everyday phenomena.

A

2 12 min REVISIT ALL MODEL IDEAS
Facilitate a Consensus Discussion about Side B to account for new ideas about how light transmits through different
materials based on signal strength, and to develop a shared way to represent the interactions in the system.

B-C Side A and B, Representing Side B,
chart paper, markers

3 20 min DEVELOP A FINAL CONSENSUS MODEL
Create a class consensus model to represent what is happening on Sides A and B.

Representing Side B, chart paper,
markers

4 8 min CONSTRUCT AN EXPLANATION OF THE SYSTEM
Students construct an explanation for explaining both sides of the system based on the classroom consensus model
and their understanding of how light is reflected and transmitted through different materials.

D Explaining Both Sides of the One-
Way Mirror, Rubric for Modeling
Sides A and B

End of day 1

5 2 min NAVIGATION
Remind students of the class consensus model they developed and foreshadow how they can apply this to other
phenomena.

E

6 20 min EXPLAINING OBSERVATIONS FROM HOME
Students work in partners to explain what they noticed about how changes in lighting on either side of a window
changed what they saw from day to night.

F-G Peer Feedback Guidelines

7 10 min REVISIT THE DRIVING QUESTION BOARD
Gather around the DQB and note which questions can be answered now and which questions still need more
information.

H Driving Question Board, markers

8 5 min UNIT CLOSING
Revisit classroom norms and have students self-assess how well they did on the norms. Then, optionally,
problematize for the next unit and celebrate class accomplishments.

Science Classroom Norms

End of day 2



Lesson 9 • Materials List
per student per group per class

Lesson materials science notebook
Side A and B
Representing Side B
Explaining Both Sides of the One-Way Mirror
Rubric for Modeling Sides A and B
Peer Feedback Guidelines
Science Classroom Norms

chart paper
markers
Driving Question Board

Materials preparation (20 minutes)
Review teacher guide, slides, and teacher references or keys (if applicable).

Make copies of handouts and ensure sufficient copies of student references, readings, and procedures are available.

Create a chart to build the final class consensus model by sketching out the two room system on two sheets of chart paper. Add points
A, B, C, D, and E to it. Use the Final Model Template as a guide. An example is shown to the right.



Lesson 9 • Where We Are Going and NOT Going
Where We Are Going

In this lesson, students will use all the science ideas developed in the previous lesson to explain why a material can be a window from one side and a mirror from the other. The
emphasis on this culminating lesson is to pull in ideas about light transmitting through surfaces (Lesson 7) and also ideas about the strength of the signal from the light source (Lesson 8)
to complete their explanation of Side B. Students will also transfer their understanding to explain a home learning assignment where they collect observations of windows during the
day and at night to explain why people cannot see “into” a building during the day, but can see into it at night when the lights are on inside.

Where We Are NOT Going

This lesson has an optional activity to problematize something else that happens to light -- that it can be “absorbed” when it reaches a material. This is the content of the Cup Design
unit and is not focused on in this unit. However, if you are teaching this unit before the Cup Design unit, it is ideal to problematize absorption at the end of this unit.



5 min

12 min

LEARNING PLAN for LESSON 9
1 · NAVIGATION
MATERIALS: None

Navigation. Display slide A. Ask students to Turn and Talk to share some of their noticings from their Home Learning assignment.
Students should describe what they were looking at and what the light was like on both sides of the material during the day and at
night. Ask a few students to share to the whole class. Use this information to foreground for students that materials that are somewhat
transparent can look like mirrors and windows at the same time. Using the model ideas they have been building in this unit, they can
now explain a lot about what is happening in these situations.

As students share their noticings, ask students to make connections between their observations and the dolphin video clip or the box
system. Prompt students with questions like:

When it is really light outside, how might that be like our box system? Which room would we be in if we are on the light side?
When it is dark outside and light inside a house, how does that connect to what we saw in the dolphin video clip (or the box
system)?

2 · REVISIT ALL MODEL IDEAS
MATERIALS: science notebook, Side A and B, Representing Side B, chart paper, markers

Use a shared Key to represent ideas. Pass out Room A and B and Representing Room B to each student. These look
very similar to handouts they received in Lesson 6, so be sure to orient students that new information has been
added to these new handouts. Prepare a chart to represent the Key, or create the Key on a whiteboard. Then,
display slide B.

Tell students that they will be answering, Why do the scientists on Side B only see the dolphin on Side A, but the dolphin
on Side A only sees itself? To do this, they will need to draw on some of the ideas they recently learned a few days
prior. Write this question near the chart to keep students focused on it as they work through their explanations.

✱ ATTENDING TO EQUITY

Symbols are representations that can
mean different things in different contexts.
It is important to revisit how the symbols
are being used in this unit to remind
students of what they represent. In
particular, emergent multilinguals and
students with special learning needs may
need more time to process the translation
of what a symbol represents in both words
(e.g. “dashed line”) and the science ideas
associated with the symbol (e.g., only
some light is reflected off the surface). Be
sure to allow for ample time annotating
this key and making sure all students
understand what is being represented.

✱ SUPPORTING STUDENTS IN
THREE-DIMENSIONAL LEARNING

Working through this Key is an opportunity
to use all three dimensions of the NGSS
that are targeted in this lesson. The
symbols in the Key represent how we can
model the path that light travels as it is
reflected and transmitted by different
materials based on their structure, how it
functions when light interacts with it, and



ADDITIONAL
GUIDANCE

This would be the simple explanation for why the Side B people see the Side A dolphin and why the Side A
dolphin only see itself (image on the left).

Below is the more complex explanation for why the Side A person only sees themselves while the Side B
people see into Side A. It incorporates new ideas about how strong and weak signals work and identifies
that the dolphin was getting a strong signal of its own reflection and a weak signal from Side B (image on
the right).

Direct students to the Key on Representing Room B. Working one symbol at a time, ask the class to revisit the representations from
Lesson 3 (arrows showing path and direction of light), Lesson 4 (dashed lines showing amount of light), and Lesson 7 (transmission of
light through the material), and Lesson 8 (thickness of the line to represent the strength of the signal to the eye). Ask students to explain
or clarify what each symbol means as each one is discussed.✱ As the class works through each symbol, students should annotate the
Key to add an explanation next to each symbol.✱

ADDITIONAL
GUIDANCE

Similar to Lesson 6, the goal of annotating the Key is to revisit students’ decisions for representing what
they’ve learned about light and how it interacts with different materials that they have developed so far.
The Key will serve to pull together different representations of light and students will need to explain why
those representations were chosen. This key will highlight transmission and the signal strength of the light
coming from the source. Students may also look back at their Key from Lesson 6 for other model ideas they
agreed upon, such as smooth or bumpy surfaces (developed in Lesson 5).

Work in partners to model different points on the Side A and B system. Display slide C. Now that the class has created a shared
Key to represent their ideas from the previous lessons, students will use the symbols from the Key to represent what is

happening with light as it moves around the two rooms and interacts with matter at Points C, D, and E. Students can trace how light is
traveling on the Room A and B and then use Representing Room B to zoom in on the different points. They will be focused on explaining
Side B with their drawings, but Side A as is necessary to represent how light is moving in the system. If students struggle, cue them to
think about:

the light source (Side A),
what happens when the light reaches the side of the tank and the dolphin in Side A (it scatters off objects like the wall and the
dolphin, and some of it reflects off the one-way mirror while some transmits through the one-way mirror), and
where the light is coming from that is seen by the scientists on Side B (It is coming from above the tank in Side A, scattering off the
dolphin and also coming straight at the mirror. Some light transmits through the one-way mirror into the eyes of the scientist, allowing
them to see into the Side A and see the dolphin).
what happens when light from Side A reaches the people on Side B (it scatters off them and some of the light goes back through
the one-way mirror and into the dolphin’s eyes, but it’s a very weak signal).

how this causes objects to be seen or not. If
students have a good understanding of
what each symbol represents, they will be
well-prepared to apply the learned
concepts to explain the rest of anchoring
phenomenon. It is important not to reduce
the time spent developing the Key together
to ensure that each student understands
what each symbol means and why the
class selected those symbols to use in their
representations.



20 min3 · DEVELOP A FINAL CONSENSUS MODEL
MATERIALS: science notebook, Representing Side B, chart paper, markers

Bring students together in a Scientists Circle to create a Class Consensus Model. They will need
their science notebooks with previous handouts from Lesson 6 along with Representing Side B.
Using the blank chart of the box system with points A, B, C, D, and E on it, as a class, students will
draw what is happening at each point with light, in terms of reflection and transmission. They will
need to account for the materials involved at each point, including what type of surface it is and
whether the material is opaque or transparent. Also, include how to represent the strength of the
signal by either drawing thicker or thinner lines because they will need this information to
construct their explanations for the rest of the lesson.

At each point, ask students to trace the following:
Where is the light coming from? How do we represent it? Which symbol?
What happens at the point? Does it reflect? Or transmit? Or both?

How do we represent it? Which symbol?
Where does the light go from there?
Where is the strongest signal of light coming from for the dolphin on Side A? And the
scientists on Side B?

Once each point is complete, it is important to put all those pieces together for students. Ask
students, Can you explain now why the people in Side B see the dolphin? Can you explain why the dolphin
can’t see the scientists?✱

Suggested prompts Sample student responses Follow-up questions

Can you now explain why the scientists on
Side B see the dolphin?

The light reflects off the dolphin and
transmits through the one-way mirror into
Side B and the people’s eyes in Side B, so
they can see the dolphin.

Why does it transmit through the one-way
mirror but not other material in the room?

What happens to light from the Side A side
of the tank that shines on the scientists on
Side B?

The light transmits through the one-way
mirror and reflects off the people on Side B.

Where does that scattered light go? How
much of the scattered light transmits back
through the one-way mirror?

Why do the people on Side B not see
themselves?

The stronger signal of light is reflecting off
the dolphin and transmitting through the
one-way mirror, so that is what people in
Side B see. The little bit of light reflecting off
the Side B people and back at the one-way
mirror is really weak, so they don’t see their
reflection.

Why can the dolphin see only itself and not
the people on the other side?

The light reaches the dolphin and scatters
and reaches the one-way mirror and most of
it reflects back at the dolphin.

✱ STRATEGIES FOR THIS
CONSENSUS DISCUSSION

This Consensus Discussion is to press
students toward a common class-level
model and to resolve (if possible)
disagreements, different perspectives, or
partial understandings at that point.
Specific prompts are provided to guide
students through the sense-making, but
some more general prompts that can be
useful during a Consensus Discussion
include: How should we represent it? Are
we okay with that?

Do we all agree with that?
Who feels like their idea is not
quite represented here?
Would anyone have represented
this a different way?
How are these models similar?
How are they different?
What ideas are we in agreement
about? How could we modify
what we have, so that we can
account for the evidence we agree
is important to consider?
Are there still places where we
disagree? Can we clarify these?
What modifications might we
need to make to clarify
confusion?
Is there more evidence or
clarification needed before we can
come to an agreement? What is
that?



Suggested prompts Sample student responses Follow-up questions

But why can’t the dolphin see through like the
people on the other side?

More light reflecting off the dolphin is
reflected back off the one-way mirror to the
dolphin’s eye. That signal is stronger. There
isn’t light on Side B, so the only light
reflecting off those people, comes from the
Side A light source above the tank. The signal
coming back to the dolphin is very weak. It’s
eye only senses the strong signal.

What would happen if a bright light on Side B
was turned on?

There would be a strong light signal
reflecting off of the people in Side B and
transmitting through the one-way mirror
into the dolphin’s eyes. If the brightness of
the light was the same in both rooms, it
could see both them and itself.

KEY IDEAS Purpose of the discussion: To come to consensus on why the one-way mirror acts like a mirror from one
side, but a window from the other.

Listen for agreement about the following:
Dashed arrow model showing how much light is reflected or transmitted off different materials in
this system.
Some materials are opaque and only reflect, while other materials are transparent and can
transmit and reflect light. People are opaque and scatter light, but the one-way mirror allows for
transmission of some light.
The strength of the signal determines how strong the one-way mirror effect is. If the signals are
equal in both rooms, then the eye sees some reflection, but can also see what is on the other side.
If there is a large difference in the lighting between rooms, the eye sees almost all reflection (in
the light room) and all transmission (from the dark room).

As students share their thinking, press them to support their ideas with evidence from the various
investigations they have completed, particularly in Lessons 3 to 5, 7, and 8.



8 min

Summarize the model for students and make sure there is agreement. Say, If
you’re on the light side of the box, it’s the reflected light that is our strongest signal
into our eye, so we see it and not anything on the other side. If we’re on the dark side,
it’s the transmitted light from the light side that is detected by our eyes, letting us see
what is on the other side. Can we agree on that, or are there additional ideas we need
to add? Give students time to add or clarify the model.

4 · CONSTRUCT AN EXPLANATION OF THE SYSTEM
MATERIALS: Explaining Both Sides of the One-Way Mirror, Rubric for Modeling Sides A and B

Write an explanation for why people on Side A and Side B both only see the dolphin.✱ Display slide D and pass out Explaining
Both Rooms. Individually, students will answer the questions: Why do the scientists on Side B only see the dolphin on Side A, but the

dolphin in Side A only sees itself? and Why would the scientists on Side B see the dolphin and themselves if we turned on a bright light in Side B?

Allow students to work for the remainder of the class and turn in their explanations.

✱ SUPPORTING STUDENTS IN
THREE-DIMENSIONAL LEARNING

Students will use their model ideas to
construct an explanation of how light is
reflected from and/or transmitted through
different materials (with different structure
and function) in this system allowing the
scientists on Side B to see the dolphin on
Side A, while the dolphin in Side A can
only see it’s own reflection.



2 min

ASSESSMENT
OPPORTUNITY

At the end of the unit, students used their final revised models to answer the questions:
Why do the scientists on Side B only see the dolphin on Side A, but the dolphin in Side A only
sees itself?
Why would the scientists on Side B see the dolphin and themselves if we turned on a bright light
in Side B?

To answer the first question, students must use model ideas from previous lessons to explain how signal
from Side A scatters off the dolphin and also transmits through the one-way mirror into the scientist’s eyes
on Side B. A good explanation would state that the light on Side A of the system comes from above the
tank (sun or aquarium lights) and reflects and scatters off surfaces, including the dolphin. That light is also
transmitted through the one-way mirror and because the signal is strong, it is detected by the scientist’s
eyes on Side B allowing them to see the dolphin. Any light that reflects off the scientists on Side B and back
at the one-way mirror is a weak signal and not detected by their eyes.

A good explanation to the second question would be: If the light was turned on on Side B, there would now
be a strong signal of light reflecting off of the people on Side B and reflecting back from the one-way
mirror. The people on Side B would see themselves, but would also detect light transmitting from Side A,
so they would see some of Side A too. The same thing would happen for the dolphin on Side A. There
would be a strong signal of light reflecting off the dolphin on Side A and reflecting back off the one-way
mirror, so the dolphin would see it’s reflection, but would also see a signal of light from Side B reflecting off
the scientists on Side B and transmitting through the one-way mirror.

Use the rubric, Unknown material with identifier: alt.l9:ru, as a summative assessment tool to determine
whether the students’ models and written explanation account for the components and interactions in the
system.

Prior to the end of class, remind students that they can now explain lots of reflection and transmission phenomena in the world, which
they will do in the next class period. Say, One-way mirrors are not everywhere, but we see this kind of reflection and transmission happening all
over the place. Tomorrow we are going to figure those out.

End of day 1

5 · NAVIGATION
MATERIALS: None

Navigation (slide E). Remind students of their home learning assignment from Lesson 8. Students were to observe what happens to a
window from day to night, including where the light is coming from and what happens when light reflects off or transmits through the
window. This navigation is important to help students notice that the phenomenon of a one-way mirror can be seen broadly in the
world and that they can use the ideas they developed to explain all these other phenomena.

ALTERNATE
ACTIVITY

Instead of the home learning assignment, the class could choose from the Related Phenomena chart
developed in Lesson 1.

Additionally, if students were unable to collect their own observations of a window from day to night, use
the student reference, A Window from Day to Night and the handout, Explaining a Related Phenomenon, as an
alternate activity for them to explain this everyday phenomenon.



20 min

10 min

5 min

6 · EXPLAINING OBSERVATIONS FROM HOME
MATERIALS: science notebook, Peer Feedback Guidelines

Review transmission and reflection properties of glass. Before students explain other phenomena, it will be important to revisit their
data about glass collected in Lesson 4. Glass is more transparent than a one-way mirror, so the dashed model they have been using for
the one-way mirror would be different (i.e., when a solid arrow of light reaches glass, a long-dashed arrow transmits through, while
only a small dotted line might reflect back).

Explain other Phenomena. Show slide F. Using the Peer Feedback Guidelines, students will work in partners to draw and write an
explanation in their notebooks for their phenomenon of watching a window at home during the day and at night. Have students

use the photos they took of a window as it changes from day to night to use ideas from the model to explain what is happening.
Students can draw and write their explanation in their science notebooks. Give students up to ten minutes to work individually on their
drawing and explanation.

Then, taking turns, students will give and receive feedback using the Peer Feedback Protocol. Each student can have up to 5 minutes as
the presenter and then they should switch roles. Use slide G to prompt students.

7 · REVISIT THE DRIVING QUESTION BOARD
MATERIALS: Driving Question Board, markers

Revisit the DQB and check off the questions that students can now answer.✱ As a whole class, evaluate what questions the class has
answered from the DQB. Project slide H. Have students work in pairs to mark questions they think the class has answered by putting
different symbols next to each question:

We did not answer this question or any parts of it, yet: ?
Our class answered some parts of this question, or the ideas we developed helped me see how I could now answer some parts
of this question: ✓
Our class answered this question, or the ideas we developed helped me see how I could now answer this question: ✓✓

Talk through the unanswered questions and ask students where they would go next if they could? Are there resources they could consult
to satisfy their curiosity if any questions went unanswered?

✱ SUPPORTING STUDENTS IN
ENGAGING IN ASKING QUESTIONS
AND DEFINING PROBLEMS

Revisiting the DQB at the end of the unit
helps students see the progress they made
toward answering questions that are
important to them at the onset of the unit.
Students were tasked with asking questions
“that required sufficient and appropriate
evidence to answer.” Through the
investigations in the unit and individual
and whole group sense-making, they can
now answer many of the questions. This
final visit to the DQB also allows students
to see how their hard work toward a shared
learning goal help them figure out the
phenomenon and can also explain lots of
other phenomena in the world.

8 · UNIT CLOSING
MATERIALS: Science Classroom Norms

Take a moment to revisit the Science Classroom Norms. Ask students to look back at Unknown material with identifier: alt.l1.ho2. Give them
a moment to read through the norms. Ask students to privately note which norms they feel like they did well on and which norms
should be personal goals moving forward. If time allows, ask students to share their thinking with a partner.



Problematize for the Cup Design Unit. Display slide I. If you are teaching this unit just prior to the Cup Design unit, How can containers
keep stuff from warming up or cooling down?, this is a moment where you can problematize for students a phenomenon that links this unit
to the next.

Say to students, So some people use this one-way mirror film to keep their houses cool. Why would they do that? Does anyone have an idea? Let
students share their thinking about this question. Likely, students will say something about how the sun heats things up and many
might say that the one-way mirror film reflects more light off a window. If students head in this direction, prompt them with, So, if light
from the sun warms things up through a window, how does that work? Maybe we have some more investigations to do.

At the very end of the unit, celebrate the class accomplishments. If time permits, have students reflect on their experiences with the
unit.

What was most rewarding in this unit? What experiences would they want to do again?
What was most challenging?
What might they want to do differently next time they have a challenging unit?

Additional Lesson 9 Teacher Guidance
SUPPORTING
STUDENTS IN
MAKING
CONNECTIONS IN
ELA

CCSS.ELA-Literacy.W.6.2: Write informative/explanatory texts to examine a topic and convey ideas,
concepts, and information through the selection, organization, and analysis of relevant content.

CCSS.ELA-Literacy.W.6.2.a: Introduce a topic; organize ideas, concepts, and information, using
strategies such as definition, classification, comparison/contrast, and cause/effect; include
formatting (e.g., headings), graphics (e.g., charts, tables), and multimedia when useful to aiding
comprehension.

Students write an explanation to answer two questions:
Why do the scientists on Side B only see the dolphin on Side A, but the dolphin on Side A only
sees itself?
Why would the scientists on Side B see the dolphin and themselves if we turned on a bright light
on Side B?

The explanation requires that students organize the ideas they’ve developed from Lessons 3 to 8, and use
those ideas to effectively identify how light interacts with surfaces in order for the people to see the
dolphin from the other side, but the dolphin only sees itself. Then, they must take those ideas and
reorganize them to explain what would happen if lighting in the system changed.


